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Levantine Arabic transcript: 
 

�. آBD  زاآA3 ,4B@? إس)=+ ر�� ا!5)+40, أ*& 89 67  ا!5)+40. 123 0/.&ى إ*+ * �( !)&'&ع ا$آ�: ا! �
بU2! 8OPO ا$0&ر , بT52! 8OPOن, بG2! 8OPO س, بQR 2! 8OPO, بN! 8OPOآ�. )+ن هKا آ2&ا 0J0&ج ب@FG&اآ. ا!) ی 

+Oت+B5ب +=B9 WBGOإ!8 ب ,J!&2! 8OPOب .X52!123 ا +OY9+123 ا![2)+ت, ب] آ)+ن ح +OY9+ح WیJR W9 Gب] ب . X52!ا
� زي 0+ ه&' .OبBآ2)+ت �� زي 0+ ه&وا!2, آ2)+ت 50� آ2)+ت, F_ آ2)+ت 50' X5 . )2a0 W0 +*أ X](0 [ب

4Bآ+89 123 0&'&ع ا$7+*8 ا!. اث �]Aى , بJ0 ي$ W9 Gب [4إبB2c$2)+ت ا]!123 ا +OY9+ح +Oح .  BD89 *+س آ
ی8OG 89 0&اد f+م 0&�&دX0 e 63+یB.f T+ری e آ@+ر3) هd ث)+*8 وس@XBG س4O . ا�.=Jوا 89 ا!)&'&ع هKا وح+و!&ا

c$4 اiی a!+ا ب&OP4بB2 ,4B2c$ب+![2)+ت ا .Xj!ا T&دة ب6&ز ب) آ�آ&ی], 0& �]A2&ا 123 ا!)&'&ع بP.اش ,
� آ&ی]]A123 ا!)&'&ع ب m2P.ة اش BDآ Tو0 اآ . nا!&ه+ب و J@G! 8*+7pا ب&!J@.أس X])0 8ي أس)( !. اثJا*+ !)+ ب

dB25!ا J@G! .X6ح+!4 س WB3ي أJب &! ,qن, وح+!4 حTح.1, ح+!4 ح rA3 4!+ح , X](082. اث! )(اس .A.9 إذا &*$O +
ی8OG ب.JR 8/5یJO3 89 Wك X](0 . ?Bjv+3 89 أ7+*8 ت اثB? آBD  9 حX](0 4 ت@[B[8. بT0 &/5ب&ط بBRtO? 0&�&د

8aGت U*إ ,�یX](0 , 8OG بJون 0&س1iB اf ى. JRیJO3 89 Wك Bjv+3 4R+v? ت+Kfي آ)+ن وت.G+820 )0 ا!i(+ب
 . ب+![2)+ت !5+!=+

 
  

0 X3 لJ� 894BOBa/2j!ا +O.iB4. &سO520 ؟ 89 آ2)+ت$ n4 وBOBa/29 1iB89 0&س �ب] . ویX ا!)&س1iB ا!4BOBa/2j؟ ه
W9 G4 0+ بBOBa/29 1iB89 0&س WیJR .?BiB0+ت ا!)&س+i(!ف , ا&A*4 وBOBa/2j!1 اiB( 0&'&ع ا!)&س@.* +OB�إذا أ

�P.AOم ب+i0 &*123 أ .Jع واح+i123 إی Jم واح+i0 .ف&j2(!ف. إ!1 ه& ا&j2(!4 123 اBOBa/2j!ا +OB*+7أ dYG0 . ع+iإی
. ه� هKا 8OBa/29 و8OBa/29 W0 n؟ أ*+ JOG0یW إ�+ب4 وا'45 وn إ�+ب4 دX3 4iBR ا!)&'&ع هKا. إس)& ا!)j2&ف

8O78 أ�ي أJ&دة, ب] آ)+ن !)+ أ*+ ب�4 0&B8 ت اثO7أ ,?B23 1iBا!)&س _B'إ*8 أ {c WیJR . _B'4 أB7 ب ?iB0&س
?B23 ,DBi!4 اBب G!4 اP2!+4 ب.5[8 بBب G!ة اJ3+i!ا _Bن آ+A3 X](0 n؟ وtD0 ر+"d2/ت X]4 ". سBR A!ا +Oام أدواتJ0

89 تA&ی? ..اح+ول أ3)� أ8B*+7 ا!. اث4B 123 هKا ا!)O&ال. إn ه& ا! ق, دف, رب+ب0T0 ,4+ر, *+ي, 3&د, آB2+ت=+ R+*&ن
ا![2)+ت 0)[X ه8 , یi+ع ب�.2_ب] ا�, بJیW أس)XB0 8, أ*& 89 أ7+*8 آBD  ب.TOل 123 ا!A ی~ , c+ر !2)&'&ع

+=/j* , [ب/ 43 7 ی@4ب +=BOPا!/ 43, ب X0ز X3 8]5Oب +Oإح tG9 ا&*pوآ .+B�&!&O].!ا!/ 43 وا X0ز . X0ح.1 ز
 Uت Fن ح+A3 4BO7$+ب e+82 إی.Baح +B�&!&O].!یا!/ 43 وا t)4 123 ا!/ یBO7$ا r2أس )!+v U20+ أ*.+ . و� qv

OP.ی~ب Aب +=B ,+=iح +=Ba34, 123 ا$ورج. أ*&G!J!8 123 اOPع 7 ب8 ب+iب�ی .WaبT.8 بOGی ,�G123 ب W@ب. آ .
WیJi9+O4 إحBO7$5+�9 123 9[ ة ا* X](0 ..ر&vرت أJ7 +0 ,8fرش ی+ أ&a8, 0+ تBزي 0+ ه +=B2f. 2&بa0 W0 

 .  X](0 ت� ب ا!OB23 +B*J+ وR W0UB23+در 0+ تJ=.6ش ب�&رة R ,4�v+f+در ت.a&ر وتa&ره+ أوآUO0 .8 إش8
 

English translation: 
 
On the level of returning to the subject of food. There is ghagar al-hamami, an herb 
called rigil al-hammami. Very delicious. Al-muraair, also. All of this is mixed together. 
We sing for the food; we sing for the sorrow; we sing for all the things we live in our life. 
We sing to the child. But we also preserve the tone, but I do not know how much we 
preserved the words. The tone remained as it is. We add words in the place of words, and 
the tone remained as it is. But many [times] … I’m not acquainted enough with the 
subject of traditional songs, but I do not know to what extent we preserved the original 
words. Many people have worked hard on the subject and tried … I mean there is raw 
material found with old people, eighty years of age, who sing the original words, the 
original way. They are found at the Art Center; they worked on the topic in a very good 



way. And many centers worked on the subject in very good way. When I want to hear my 
tradition, I may also replace it with songs of Abd Al-Whaab or Abd Al-Haleem -- If I 
want to live in a state of imprisonment, a state of love, a state of sorrow, even a state of 
passion. I may hear my tradition. Because if we searched for its feeling correctly, we 
[would] find it. Maybe there are traditional songs that are joyful; maybe there are ones 
that bring tears. I mean, you do not feel how much emotion you have to give, how much 
emotional energy to take and deal with the opposite -- maybe without music even, with 
words only. 
 
There is a debate on our Palestinian music. Where is the Palestinian music? Is there 
Palestinian music or not? There are sung words, but how much Palestinian music there is, 
I do not know. The musical makamat.

1
 … If we want to trace the subject of Palestinian 

music and see on which makam it works. One makam on one tone, which is malfouf. 
Most of our Palestinian songs are on malfouf. A tone called malfouf. Is this Palestinian, or 
not Palestinian? I do not have a clear answer, or a specific answer to this subject. But, 
also, when I want to sing, sing available traditional songs, how correct is it that I add 
music to it? Do I add western music to it – guitar, for example? Or is it possibly like the 
Arabic rule which says in the Arabic language, “keep it still, stay safe.” If our western 
tools are all Qanun, Oud, Ney, Mizmar, Rabab, Daf, which is the Riq

2 … To try to make 
traditional songs on this loom … a distortion happened to the subject. There are many 
songs that are put on tape -- I do not to name who -- but the tone differs. The words 
maybe the same, but he sings them at a strange speed, as if we are really speaking about 
the time of speed, the time of speed and technology. Even the time of speed and 
technology … you put it for me in the song so that your majesty quickly boils -- and 
sing[s] and keep[s] going. But you are singing it on a tape; give it its right. On the 
keyboard, a western tone, he sings dal’onah. I mean, it does not work out. It does not fit 
together. So how much can we preserve the idea of the song?  [If] I can’t develop, do not 
develop -- my brother, keep it as it is. Nothing is required from you. If you can develop 
yourself and develop the song; if you can’t, do not work in the wrong way, which might 
ruin everything for us and for you.  
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1 Arabic maqām (Arabic: م!"# ; pl. maqāmāt ت!#!"# or maqams) is the system of melodic modes used in 
traditional Arabic music, which is mainly melodic. 
2 These are common musical instruments in the region. 
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